From

The New Zealand Sign Language Collection
Explore one of New
Zealand’s three official
languages anywhere,
anytime and on any device.

The online home for BWB’s
reference publishing and
accounts of Deaf experience,
freshly rendered using rich
multimedia and visuals.

http://nzslcollection.bwb.co.nz
collections@bwb.co.nz

From

The New Zealand Sign Language Collection
The New Zealand Sign Language Collection

Eye: Stories from the Deaf World and New Zealand

provides online access to BWB’s reference

Sign Language: A Reference Grammar. More works

publishing and accounts of Deaf experience. The

will be added over time. Accessed via any modern

Collection launches with two important works by

web browser, the Collection provides subscribers

Rachel McKee, Programme Director of Deaf Studies

with easy and uninhibited access to these rich

at Victoria University of Wellington: People of the

resources on New Zealand’s third official language.

Key features
»» Important resources for all

»» Connected books: Too often ebooks

New Zealanders: NZSL is one of New

remain of poor quality, siloed within

Zealand’s three official languages, and

proprietary reading systems and isolated

forms part of the curriculum in intermediate

from wider web research workflows. BWB

schools. A Reference Grammar has been

Collections addresses these frustrations

developed to support the learning of

head-on, including high-level production

students, families and friends of Deaf

values and new and exciting ways of book

people, school teachers, public officials,

content linking. A Reference Grammar

in a clear account of language structure

includes rich multimedia and visuals to aid

and use. People of the Eye, with powerful

learning, and links to the excellent online

photography by Bruce Connew, challenges

resource, The Online Dictionary of New

an often ill-informed mainstream view of

Zealand Sign Language.

what it means to be Deaf, and makes a
powerful statement about the importance
of communication.
»» Flexible and fast: Optimised for mobile
devices – reflecting the needs of today’s
students and researchers – and viewable
instantly using any modern web browser.
Subscribers are given uninhibited access
with no proprietary or complex technology
getting in the way.

http://nzslcollection.bwb.co.nz
collections@bwb.co.nz

»» A living resource: Subscriptions will
help fund the future digitisation and
addition of other NZSL works from
beyond BWB’s publishing.

